
GenieTouch PC Commands

Support for ASCII AdHoc and Binary AdHoc interactions with PC

Notes:
- All commands are send as ASCII characters
- A one-time power up command prompt is supplied by the injector “Injector nnn”
- All commands that produce an error are ignored and return an Error message
- Commands and arguments are case insensitive.
- One command per line
- White space can be any number of spaces or tabs
- All text on a line after ‘!’ is ignored
- Most commands that specify a value or a state have a request form of the command
        that is the same command preceded by a ‘?’

Unit Definitions:
   Length units:   um - micrometer; mm - millimeter;  cm - centimeter
   Volume units:   ul - microliter, ml - milliliter, cc - same as ml
   Time uints:     s,sec - seconds;  m,min - minutes;  h,hr - hours.
                   Time values  can be combined as pairs, e.g. 3h20m
   Flow units:     vu/tu - volume unit per time unit.
                   “vu” can be any of the above volume units;
                   “tu” can be any of the above time units

====================== COMMANDS ============================

Support for ASCII AdHoc and Binary AdHoc interactions with PC

====================== AdHoc ASCII Commands ============================
ASCII packet: Rec: ASCII chars, [CR | LF | CRLF]
            : Xmit: ‘>’, ASCII chars, CR, LF

BEEp        No arg => 1 sec beep
BEEp Num    Num = Number of 1 sec beeps
BEEp Num On ms Off ms
          Num = Number of beeps of duration On mS and separation of Off mS
          On and Off are truncated internally to a multiple of 10 ms.
    Example: bee 3 500 ms 1500ms
        Three beeps. On 0.5 sec , off 1.5 sec

CONtrol
  



  Basic unit
    CONtrol [LOCK | UNLock]

          LOCK:   Enter Locked state. Accept no commands except UNLOCK
          UNLOCK: Release from locked state.

    Example: con lock
        Prevent unintentional touch screen input

REPort   [RESet] [OFF | ON ] [ MOVing ] [ POS ] [ PERc ] [ VOL ] [ EVEnt ] [ period ]
?REPort  [RESet] [ MOVing ] [ POS ] [ PERc ] [ VOL ] [ EVEnt ]
?REPort

            Report position, percentage, volume and/or events. Reporting can be
            periodic, by request or triggered by an event.

            The ? forms request an immediate single report
                *) If there are arguments the report contains the requested
                   information. The arguments are not retained.
                *) If there are no arguments the report contains the items
                   that were last setup using the non-? REPORT form.

            The non-? form specifies items that are retained in EEPROM. If
            a non-zero “period” is specified reporting will be automatic and
            periodic.

            “POS”   is the absolute carriage position in xxx.xx mm
            “PERC”  is the percent completion as xx.xx% when in RUN mode
            “VOL”   is the delivered volume when in RUN mode
            “EVENT” report significant change in status
                => “Stall” if movement stopped by stall
                => “Slipping” if motor is not able to move as fast as requested
                => “Limit” if movement stopped by limit before reaching target
                => “End” if movement stopped by reaching target

            “MOVING” restricts reporting to when unit’s carriage is in motion.
            Has no effect on a “?” report.

            “ON” and “OFF” turns on/off periodic and event reporting, Has no
            effect on a “?” report.

            “period” can be in any of the forms of time but is rounded to integer
            seconds (that cannot exceed 65535).  Has no effect for “?” reporting.



            If no argument is given a single report is generated using the
            last specified arguments.

            “RESET” clears all report settings. It must be the first argument
            given (else it will clear the arguments that precede it)

            All report settings are stored in EEPROM

    Example: rep on mov pos 1 sec
        Report position every second while moving

RUN       Begin running using the current configuration
PAUse     Pause running.  RUN will un-pause.
STOp      Stop running.  RUN will start from beginning.

    Example: run
        Begin running

CLEar arg
        arg = ALL:       Clear Syr1, Syr2, Dispense, AutoRev
        arg = SYRinge:   Clear Syringe
        arg = OPEration: Clear Dispense, AutoRev
        arg = AUTorev:   Clear AutoRev
    Addition commands for Advanced unit
        arg = SYRinge1:  Clear Syr1
        arg = SYRinge2:  Clear Syr2

    All CLEAR commands will force the motor to stop if it is running

    Example: cle syr
        Clear syringe values

=============== DIRECT CONTROL ============================

ABSpos
    If motor not moving
         Update absolute motor position from calibration table and restart
         backlash correction
    If motor moving



         Restart backlash correction

    Example: abs

REFerance RefArg RefArg
    where LEFt and RIGHT are implied and both must be present
REFerence [LEFt RefArg] [RIGht RefArg]

    RefArg  = “PHYsical” | “SYRinge” | “FULl” | “EMPty” | #cm | #mm

    In the case of “full” and “empty” the LEFT and RIGHT are ignored and the
    syringe facing direction governs usage

    Example: ref 6 cm 4 cm
        Set left reference to 6 cm and right reference to 4 cm

SPEed SpeedArgs

    SpeedArgs =  #% | #um/hr | stop  [#F]

        #%, #um/hr and “stop” => specify speed
        #F => specifies force, i.e. DAC value where 100 >= DAC >= MinDAC

    Example: spe 50% 100F
        Set speed to 50 % maximum and force to 100 % maximum

MOVe  LEFt | RIGht | ABS   DestArg  [SpeedArgs]

      If LEFT or RIGHT is given then DestArg =
        “UNLimited” => no limit to motion
        “PHYsical”  => physical end of allowed motion without hitting end stops
        “SYRinge”   => syringe full or empty position based on syringe orientation
        “REFerence” => value specified by REFERENCE command

      If ABS is given then DestArg =
        #mm or #cm => absolute position relative to right End stop. Absolute
            position can be outside of syringe limits so care must
            be exercised not to damage the syringe

    Example: mov abs 5 cm
        Move to location 5 cm (from right end stop)



  For both MOVE and SPEED previous values are preserved unless explicitly
  changed by command.

  To exit Direct Control issue a STOP command
  ------------------------
  Default values for all DIRECT CONTROL cmds:
        DAC is set to 50%
        DestArg is set to PHYSICAL
        Speed is set to 0

=============== SYRINGE COMMAND ============================

The following command specifies syringe selection parameters.

  All arguments that have associated units must be given with their units.

  Numerical values:
      Length or Diameter:
        Form:  xxxx, xxx.x, xx.xx or x.xxx
        Units: “um”, “mm”, “cm”
        Must be preceded with LEN or DIA

      Volume:
        Form:  xxxx, xxx.x, xx.xx or x.xxx
        Units: “ml”, “ul” Is not proceded by text, only use the value, i.e. “40ml” not “VOL 40ml”

SYRinge Name Volume [RIGht | LEFt] [EmptyPos]
            This form is used to specify a brand named syringe.
            “Name” is an abbreviation of the manufacturer’s name (see table).
            Volume must match one of the standard volumes provided by
            the specified manufacturer.

SYRinge DIAmeter dia | LENgth len  Volume [RIGht | LEFt] [EmptyPos]
            This form is used to specify a generic syringe.
            Either Diameter or Length - not both - must be specified.

        RIGHT or LEFT specifies the direction, i.e. RIGHT facing or LEFT facing.
        If neither is giving RIGHT facing is assumed

        EMPTY pos specifies the absolute position that corresponds to the
        syringe being empty. It is specified without units and is assumed to be
        in 10 um units. It is for advanced use only. If it is absent the current



        stored value for EmptyPos will be used. To change EmptyPos, use EMPP, 
        EMPTP, EMPTYPOS, etc. and the absolute carriage position in 10um increments.

 syr dia 15mm 8ml rig empp 500
 syr dia 22mm 30ml lef empp 10500

 
    Example: syr bd 60ml right
        Select BD 60 ml brand.  Mounted facing right.

===============  OPERATION COMMANDS ============================
The following commands specify dispensing parameters.

  All arguments that have associated units must be given with their units.

  Numerical values:
    Time:
        Form:  xxxx, xxx.x, xx.xx or x.xxx
        Units: “s”, “m”, “h”, “sec”, “min”, “hr” or composite forms
                “#h#m” or “#m#s”
        Limit: Minimum time is 100 mS and resolution is 10 mS

    Volume:
        Form:  xxxx, xxx.x, xx.xx or x.xxx
        Units: “ml”, “ul”

    Flow:
        Form:  xxxx, xxx.x, xx.xx or x.xxx
        Units: “ml/min”, “ml/hr”, “ul/min”, “ul/hr”

    AnimalWeight
        Form:  xxxx, xxx.x, xx.xx or x.xxx
        Units: “gm”, “kg”

    DoseConc
        Form:  xxxx, xxx.x, xx.xx or x.xxx
        Units: “ug/kg”, “mg/kg”

    SerumConc
        Form:  xxxx, xxx.x, xx.xx or x.xxx
        Units: “ug/ml”

  Definitions:



    “dir” indicates one of the keywords: INFuse or WIThdraw.

    GenVol indicates either a specific volume, Vol, or a volume derived from
        concentration and weight info, The ConcVol is specified by substituting
    for GenVol the triplet struct: CONc AnimalWeight DoseConc SerumConc.

    The triplet CONc AnimalWeight DoseConc SerumConc calculates to a volume
        by ConcVol = AnimalWeight*DoseConc/SerumConc plus adjustment for units.

 [WIThdraw | INFuse] Flow
 [WIThdraw | INFuse] Flow GenVol
 [WIThdraw | INFuse] Flow Time
 [WIThdraw | INFuse] Time GenVol

           If Flow is the only argument then Continuous delivery is assumed.
           Any two of Time, GenVol or Flow will specify a specific delivery
           amount. Arguments can be specified in any order.
           All args must must have associated units. The units
           are used to both specify the quantity of the value and to identify
           the type of the value.

    Example: dis in 10 ml/min 1 min
        Infuse with a flow of 10ml/min for 1 min

 [WIThdraw | INFuse] RAMp {Time or GenVol} FlowBeg FlowEnd
           Defines a linear ramp with starting flow of FlowBeg and ending
           flow of FlowEnd. Either Time of GenVol can be specified to set the
           total amount delivered. FlowBeg and FlowEnd must be given as a pair
           and in the stated order.  Time, GenVol and the Flow pair can be in
           given in any order.  One of the flows can be zero.

    Example: wit ram 50 sec 0ml/min 10ml/min
        Withdraw for 50 sec with a linear ramp starting at a flow of 0 and ending
            with a flow of 10ml/min

 [WIThdraw | INFuse] STEp #Steps {Time or GenVol} FlowBeg FlowEnd
           Defines a stepped ramp. The flow is uniformly divided into #steps
           starting at FlowBeg and ending with FlowEnd. The #steps value is
           limited to a integer 2 to 9999 and it must be the 1st argument after
           STEP. In all other ways the syntax is the same as for RAMP.

    Example:  wit ste 4 50 sec 10ml/min 5ml/min
        Withdraw for 50 sec with 4 steps starting at a flow of 10ml/min and ending
            with a flow of 5ml/min



 [WIThdraw | INFuse] PULse #pulses Part1 Part2
           Defines a pulsed delivery. A pulse is divided into two parts: Part1
           and Part2. The specification of a Part must produce a flow rate
           for a non-zero period of time. The flow rate can be zero. A Part can
           be specified by any of pairs: {Flow & Time}, {Flow & Volume} or
           {Time & Volume},  The #pulses is limited to an integer of 1 to 9999.
           #pulse can be replaced by the keyword FOREVER in which case delivery
           will continue until manually stopped.  The order of the arguments for
           the PULSE command is fixed.

    Example: wi pu 20 0ml/min 5 sec 10ml/min 5ml
        Pulsed withdraw with 20 pulses. The first part of the pulse is zero flow
        for 5 sec. The second part of the pulse is 10 ml/min for a volume of 5ml.
            with a flow of 10ml/min

====================== REQUESTS ============================

Notes:

?CONtrol
  Advanced unit
    Returns: Locked/Unlocked  Inactive/Active  Remote/Local
  Basic unit
    Returns: Locked/Unlocked

?SYRinge
    “volume” is volume of syringe with units
    “length” is length of syringe with units
    “diameter” is length of syringe with units
  Returns:
      Syringe volume Len | Dia length | diameter [Left]
      Syringe volume name [Left]
      Syringe No Empty Pos
      Syringe Undefined

?OPEration
    “dir” is “Infuse” or “Withdraw”
    “flow”, “beginFlow”, “endFlow”, “flow1” or “flow2” are flows with units
    “time” is time with units
    “genVol” is volume with units or “volConc”
    “volConc” is volume specified by the concentration group: weight serum dose
    “weight” is animal weight with units
    “serum” is the serum concentration
    “dose” is the concentration in the animal
    “num” number of steps in ramp or number of pulses



  Returns:
     dir Continuous flow
     dir Constant flow time
     dir Constant flow genVol
     dir Constant time genVol
     dir Ramp beginFlow endFlow time
     dir Ramp beginFlow endFlow volConc
     dir Steps:num beginFlow endFlow time
     dir Steps:num beginFlow endFlow genVol
     dir Pulses:num flow1 flow2 time
     dir Pulses:num flow1 flow2 genVol
     dir Undefined

?REPort  [RESet] [ MOVing ] [ POS ] [ PERc ] [ VOL ] [ EVEnt ]
?REPort
    See discussion under REPORT

?RUN
    “perc” is percent complete. Sent as “nnn.nn%”. Omitted if continuous.
 Returns:  RunState
      RunState = Stopped, Paused [perc], Running [perc], Direct, Fast, Undefined

?SN
 Return “SN: nnn.. Ver: v.vv”  where nnn.. is the serial number and v.vv is the
    version number


